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Abstract

Chatbots become quite hyped in recent times as they can provide an intuitive and easy-to-use natural language human-computer interface. Nevertheless, they are not yet widespread in enterprises. Corresponding application areas for collaboration at digital workplaces are lacking and prior research contributions on this topic are limited. In this research paper, we aim at surveying the state of the art as well as showing future research topics. Thus, we conducted a structured literature review and showed that only few first research contributions exist. We also outline current potentials and objectives of chatbot applications. In the discussion of the results of our structured literature review, we show that research gaps are present. To tackle the research gaps, we derive open research questions.

1. Introduction

In recent years, a growing digitalization of the economy can be observed. In particular, this influences enterprises and the way how employees work at office workplaces. Based on this increasing use of innovative technologies, the workplace of the future turns into a digital-enhanced workplace [33, 35]. Established paper-based working practices vanish and new forms of collaboration as well as office and working structures are spreading. Employees demand the use of new technologies at the workplace that they know from private use [34, 35, 40, 65]. In addition, a second “megatrend” should be considered: the distribution of messaging-services for communication and collaboration among employees in the day-to-day business [22]. This influence of location- and device-independent communication also effects and shapes the digital workplace. Despite the advantages of using innovative technologies, this results in an increasing number of communication channels and corresponding information sources. Employees also tend to use multiple information systems in their day-to-day business simultaneously, which leads to an application overload. Thus, employees spend an increasing amount of time for searching, editing or sharing of information [52, 65], which could further affect the employees’ productivity in their work tasks negatively [12, 38].

To address these problems, it is necessary to filter information to avoid information overloads as well as to reduce the workload during daily tasks by providing appropriate assistance. One promising technology for this is the use of artificial intelligence in the form of chatbots. They provide a human-computer interface using natural language-based dialogs and are capable of assisting or automating tasks as well as filtering and providing information [20, 54, 55]. Although practitioners assume that chatbots can influence employees’ productivity positively, the technology itself is still in an early development stage. Even though dialog-based systems (e.g., Amazon’s Alexa or Ikea’s Anna) are popular among consumers, chatbots are currently not yet widespread in enterprises and corresponding application areas are lacking [10, 36]. This is also reflected in the scientific knowledge base, as prior research is limited in this infancy research area. Therefore, we aim at providing an in-depth analysis of the current state of the art as an entry point for future research [24]. Based on a structured literature review, we analyze the current literature, describe the outcomes and postulate open research questions. Thus, we ask the following research questions:

RQ1: How can the state of the art of chatbots at the digital workplaces be systematized?

RQ2: Which research questions exist in the research area that have not been answered yet?

To answer these questions, the remainder is structured as follows: Below, we present the theoretical foundations in section 2 and describe the methodical approach of our literature review in section 3. In section 4, we outline the results of our literature review, discuss them in section 5 and postulate open research questions in section 6. We summarize our findings in section 7.
2. Theoretical Foundations

2.1. Digital Workplace

The design of workplaces has a long tradition in human-oriented computer science. In recent years, the nature of work has been changed and affected enterprise technologies as well. New technologies emerged and today’s work becomes more digitally. Furthermore smart systems replaced traditional human capabilities and are used to perform mainly routine tasks [51, 65]. However, the information access is still a major problem at the workplace. Thus, new technologies are needed to address this problem in the future [65]. As mentioned by [51], future application systems have to be user-centric, allow transforming work practices and must provide flexibility. Therefore, it is necessary for enterprises and especially at workplaces to process information in the appropriate manner to reduce uncertainty and equivocality in daily work. In addition to that, scientific theories also provide insights about how to address these problems: For instance, the media richness theory gives indications how information access should be designed [17]. To enable research for chatbots at digital workplaces, it is necessary to define the application area in a first step. In general, a digital workplace is not limited to a physical place. Instead it is a virtual summary of tasks on information, e.g., searching, transforming, documenting [8]. Nowadays, this is also known as knowledge work [65]. Considering today’s focus on application systems and messaging services, the digital workplace is usually location-independent, sometimes mobile and often integrates different technologies, people and processes [40, 65].

Thus, a digital workplace combines (IT)-technologies, processes and people for information processing in and between enterprises. Therefore, the focus lies on working with information and includes a high relevance of communication and collaboration among the involved people and/or application systems.

Based on this, the following characteristics are noteworthy: First, the primary focus of the digital workplace is the use of information systems for daily tasks and requires an increasing utilization of information for the task fulfillment. In this way, we differentiate it from physical work (e.g., production processes or maintenance tasks, as focused in [31]). Therefore, it is firstly necessary to collect or share information that are required for the task execution or to solve (novel) problems. Secondly, employees have to work collaboratively. Therefore, they need systems to support the teamwork. Thirdly, employees have to learn continuously for example to adapt to changes in work scenarios. To take these characteristics into account, it is necessary to put human work practices and their context in the center when investigating the potential of digital technologies like chatbots [51].

2.2. Chatbots

Since the first chatbots ELIZA [64] and ALICE [62] different approaches for conversational information systems were pursued, but the main characteristics have remained largely the same: A chatbot is a special kind of an application system, whose functions are accessible via a dialog-based user interface, e.g., through messaging services [39]. It uses artificial intelligence technologies to provide a natural language user interface to various databases or APIs for the execution of work tasks. Thus, users can communicate – by text or audio – in a natural and intuitive way with application systems [1, 2, 12, 30, 41].

Thus, a chatbot is an application system that provides a natural language user interface for the human-computer-integration. It usually uses artificial intelligence and integrates multiple (enterprise) data sources (like databases or applications) to automate tasks or assist users in their (work) activities.

Additional characteristics of chatbots are: First, chatbots can perform actions reactively, proactively as well as autonomously based on user inputs or changes in the environment. Second, chatbots are adaptive and capable of self-learning to handle context information or consider user preferences in future dialogs.

![Components of a chatbot](image)

**Figure 1. Components of a chatbot**

The technical architecture of a chatbot consists of four mandatory and few optional modules [9, 41] (see Figure 1). As input, voice or text is possible. If voice is chosen, it has to be processed by automatic speech recognition to get machine-readable text. Afterwards, the natural language understanding analyses the input, dismantles it as well as examines it for patterns. Then the dialog manager processes the outcome against the backend and enquires the data or knowledge bases, executes application systems or calls an API. After processing the user input, the results will be transformed in natural language, e.g., questions or simple answers, via a natural language generation module. Finally, the
generated text can be outputted as audio by the text-to-speech component. For this research study, we focus on the combination of the mentioned components as an entire application system and not on the design of specific technical components. In particular, we analyze the use of chatbots for supporting the daily work of single employees at the digital workplace as described in 2.1. In other words, we understand chatbots as a new medium for human-computer interaction [20].

3. Methodical approach

To assess the state of the art and to answer our research questions, we conducted a structured literature review [16, 19, 63]. Hereto, we examined current research approaches and application domains and potentials as well as objectives of using chatbots at digital workplaces. According to the aim, we intended to accumulate an almost complete census of relevant literature. Therefore, we used accessible search results of scientific databases as the basis for our data collection. To perform the search, we used English and equivalent German keywords (Figure 2; see the online appendix at http://bit.ly/ChatbotsatWorkplaces for a detailed overview of the used search strings). Before including a paper in our literature analysis, we checked the quality of the identified papers as follows: We included only reviewed and published scientific papers to reach a proper level of quality. Additionally, we took into account that papers provide completed research studies with comprehensible results and cite an adequate number of references. In addition to scientific research publications, we added published practice literature that reflect the current state of the art in enterprises. By doing this, we aim at transferring the results from practice in order to harness them in scientific. The search period was not limited, but we took care that relevant papers comply with the actual state of technology. As we finished the data collection in early 2018, we included literature published until end of 2017.

Figure 2. Research framework

The found papers were filtered as follows [23]: Firstly, we checked the titles and abstracts of all query results and excluded duplicates. Secondly, we reviewed the content of the remaining papers in detail. Therefore, we predefined a list of criteria, based on our research goal, to classify literature as relevant (see Table 1). As shown, only the first two criteria represent relevant literature for our review. We used criteria 3-5 for excluding irrelevant literature.

After this initial search process, we conducted a forward and backward search and added 13 papers. Overall, we identified 52 relevant research papers, which we analyzed for further study to figure out the contributions, application areas and objectives of chatbots at digital workplaces (see Figure 2).

Table 1. Criteria of relevant papers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Relevant are articles that examine chatbots and application areas at the digital workplace jointly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Relevant are articles that examine chatbots in non-work-related application areas only if the targeted use cases also exist in a comparable way at the digital workplace (e.g., information search tasks or online shopping).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Irrelevant are articles that examine chatbots in general but in non-transferable application areas for the digital workplace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Irrelevant are articles that examine digital (office) workplaces without being responsive to chatbots or natural language assistance systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Irrelevant are articles that examine only technical aspects or single components of chatbots, e.g. mathematical algorithms or interface designs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results

In the following, we describe the results of our literature review. First, we present some descriptive findings. Afterwards, we outline the research contributions, potentials as well as objectives of using...
chatbots at the digital workplace. Due to the extent, we focus on the main contributions of the analyzed papers by summarizing the results briefly. The full overview of the relevant papers, their categorizations and some descriptive statistical analysis are available in an online appendix: http://bit.ly/ChatbotsatWorkplaces.

4.1. Descriptive results

The analysis of our relevance criteria clearly shows that most of the articles correspond to criterion 2 of Table 1 (see Figure 3). Only 9 out of 52 articles examine the application of chatbots at the digital workplace. Due to this limited amount of relevant literature, it is essential to include articles matching criterion 2. Thus, we examine the results of closely related articles that did not mention digital workplaces directly.

![Figure 3. Descriptive distributions](image)

The distribution by publication year (see Figure 3) clearly shows the relevance for the topic as already described in the introduction. Considering publications until 2016, we identified only few relevant papers per year. In 2017, the number of publications increased significantly. In addition, two articles could already be found online-first and were added to 2017.

4.2. Application domains

Our first research goal was to identify and categorize the application domains focused in the actual research. Therefore, we aimed at identifying research contributions belonging to the application domains of chatbots in office work tasks and categorized the articles based on that. This resulted in six categories of application domains at the workplace (see Table 2 and Figure 4) which are further subdivided by the art of the paper (scientific or practice-oriented).

![Figure 4. Categorization of application domains](image)

As shown in Figure 4, the scientific research focuses mainly on information acquisition. The practice-oriented literature on the other side mostly focuses on customer support. Notably is that we identified a large amount of – scientific as well as practice-oriented – papers without a specific research focus. Just a few authors mentioned the topics self-service, education and training, and especially collaborative work, which are all typical office work tasks. Summarizing, we can already detect a literature gap belonging the use of chatbots for collaboration and digital office work.

Specifically, most of the papers address the field of customer support [13], e.g., develop a chatbot for the information acquisition for products or services. The
findings show that users can get needed information with a lower amount of clicks. [4] describe an ontology-based chatbot for the same area. Based on the ontology, the maintenance effort is reduced. A dynamic approach is followed by [14, 15]. Their chatbot is capable of creating a dynamic goal fulfillment map to answer requests. Evaluations show that the resulting chatbot is able to handle longer conversations as well as contexts instead of just question-answering. In practice oriented papers mainly general application scenarios are described, e.g., assistants for customer communication [3], FAQ answering [e.g., 36, 59] as well as challenges or general conditions of chatbot applications [e.g., 29, 42]. Some papers also address e-commerce (aka conversational commerce) or customer self-services using chatbots, e.g., booking flights or banking [37, 42, 55]. Some legal aspects and challenges are described once [11]. Subsuming, we could identify 14 papers with an external enterprise focus on communicating with customers. However, scientific research results are missing and mostly general statements could be derived from practice-oriented papers. Nonetheless, those can point out an evidence for the need of chatbots.

Furthermore, we identified 11 relevant papers belonging to information acquisition. Most authors describe various concepts or prototypes – sometimes with evaluation results. In [48] a schema was derived that outlines, which communication patterns exist for information acquisition and how those patterns should be implemented in a chatbot. A general ontology-based chatbot was described by [1], which can easily be transferred between different subject areas and thereby reduces maintenance. In [12, 49, 57, 58] different conceptual approaches were described. In those cases, users can get various information, e.g., upcoming tasks or activities. Also a chatbot, which uses the Google-search engine as the backend was identified [47]. Queries are forwarded to Google and the result is fetched back and displayed in the dialog. Another concept for information acquisition uses a hybrid knowledge base of AIMA, (for permanent answers) and a database (for frequently changing answers), e.g., CRM or ERP systems [50]. In [56] a chatbot based on bigrams for similarity calculation and a relational database as data storage is described. Furthermore, in [32, 61] user satisfaction in search tasks with chatbots were analyzed. Summarizing, concepts or prototypes mostly focus this application area. However, requirements for this task are lacking as well as detailed evaluations of the resulting chatbots. Thus, detailed insights concerning developed concepts and implementations are also missing. Despite these aspects, this category receives the most attention in the scientific community.

For the field of self-service, the authors point out some application areas, like travel expense accounting or chatbots as personal accountants [18, 30]. Also chatbots can be used to change the master data of employees as well as retrieve remaining days off [27]. Overall, three papers address only abstract and general application areas without going into detail. We declare this by the practice-oriented focus combined with a lacking research method. Therefore, concepts or prototypes are missing and the field of self-service is unexplored. Scientific research is necessary to examine the application area in order to provide insights how to develop self-service chatbots.

Three articles examine the use of chatbots for education and training tasks. For instance, chatbots should support employees’ onboarding processes by answering corresponding questions and help employees to learn company specifics [28]. In addition, lifelong learning at work can be addressed by this as well. Another two relevant papers describe a chatbot [21, 43], which can provide resources for learning via the natural dialog like an automated teaching assistant. In addition, it is possible to evaluate the user based on asked questions. Summing up, only a few contributions exist, which focus mainly on single concepts without outlining requirements or providing evaluation results.

In addition, we could identify only one paper which addresses the collaborative work [38]. The authors explain how chatbots can reduce friction by inappropriate tools in collaborative teamwork setting. They present some realizations, which can be used in communication tools like Slack. Overall, the paper points out the usage potential, but actual research about the use of chatbots for collaborative work is missing.

At last, most of our identified papers are without focus on a specific research topic. Papers in this category multiple aspects, which are described in the following. Some tackle the historical evolution of the technology or relevant components [e.g., 9, 53]. Furthermore, in practice-oriented papers, various general application areas, challenges or objectives were described [e.g., 20, 39]. In addition, three concepts of chatbots without a specified application area are provided. [2] present a chatbot with a 3D avatar and facial expressions in addition to the natural language dialog. Also [6] describe a chatbot which determines matchings based on examples instead of rules. In [60] a chatbot is described, which generates its knowledge base with the help of online available API documentations. After a preprocessing, the documentation is accessible through the dialog. Also some contributions tackle the adaption of dialogs to enable inquiries when ambiguities occur [44] or to handle the user intention [45]. At last [66, 67] looked at user behavior, perception and expectations. To sum up, all of these papers deliver only sketchy insights in the research area. Nonetheless, they point out some application areas
or approaches for using chatbots at digital workplaces, which have to be examined in detail.

4.3. Potentials

In addition, we examined actual potentials of using chatbots at the digital workplace mentioned in the analyzed literature (see Table 2). Since some authors address multiple application potentials of chatbots, it is necessary to record them independently of the research contribution (see section 4.2). In doing so, we also tried to gain detailed insights into the application areas as described in section 2.1. As seen in table 2, we identified four potentials. In addition, most of the papers discuss information search tasks in general. The papers of criterion 1 focus mostly on the answering of customer questions. Many of the detailed potentials (e.g., P1-P18) were only discussed in literature of criterion 2 and were therefore transferred by us to the digital workplace.

First of all, chatbots are able to support various kinds of information search tasks (P1) to provide user with needed information [e.g., 2, 50]. These can be for instance FAQs to relieve employees in the customer service by automating recurring questions [e.g., 14, 29]. Also general questions, e.g., external questions from customers as well as internal questions from employees, can be answered automatically by chatbots [e.g., 26, 56]. Furthermore, chatbots provide channels to get product information for purchase preparation [e.g., 9, 37]. In addition, different minor daily information can be retrieved via a chatbot, e.g., upcoming tasks, appointments or meetings [46]. Also it is possible to retrieve information during maintenance processes [68].

Secondly, chatbots are able of mapping standard routine processes (P2) [e.g., 55, 66]. To do this, they guide employees step-by-step through processes, query necessary entries and perform corresponding resulting steps [e.g., 30, 54], e.g., master data changes or travel expense accounting [e.g., 27, 30]. Also employees can use chatbots to arrange meetings in a natural dialog. The chatbot negotiates between the participants and set up an appointment [e.g., 20, 36, 38].

In addition, as shown in section 4.2, chatbots can be used for teaching and learning tasks at the digital workplace (P3). Chatbots can teach learning content in a natural language dialog in such a way that employees can for example demand content for training at the workplace [e.g., 2, 43]. In addition, employees and their learning progress can be evaluated based on questions. Furthermore, recommendations for further learning steps for employees can be given by chatbots [4, 21].

4.4. Objectives

Lastly, we examined the mentioned objectives of using chatbots at digital workplaces (see Table 2).

Chatbots provide a natural language user interface to information systems (O1). This allows (enterprise) applications to be easily integrated without the user having to install additional software. The chatbot backend uses existing interfaces to access integrated (enterprise) applications or (web) services and provides them in the same communication channel. This will reduce media discontinuity and application overload within daily work routines [e.g., 5, 20, 38]. Instead of learning user interfaces, employees can execute processes or tasks intuitive and with natural language. This will also decrease frustration with existing applications [e.g., 3, 12].

Additionally, chatbots should provide an uniformly, device-independent and mobile access to application systems through the use of, e.g., messaging services as an interface (O2) [39, 54].

Furthermore, chatbots are supposed to increase efficiency and productivity of work by using speech and providing context information (O3) [e.g., 36, 66].

Also, decrease of time efforts (O4) and reduced costs (O5) are objectives of using chatbot applications at the digital workplace, e.g., by automatically answering customer questions [e.g., 15, 53, 66].

Lastly, chatbots should relieve employees by taking over or automating tasks, e.g., customer service, so that employees can focus on complex or enterprise-relevant tasks (O6). For tasks that can not to be automated completely, chatbots should try to assist employees as much as possible [e.g., 27, 39, 42].

5. Discussion of the results

The results of our structured literature review indicate that research gaps exist in many of the outlined research areas belonging to the actual use of chatbots at digital workplaces. However, as shown in section 4.2, we could already identify six research areas targeting the use of chatbots. In the identified scenarios information acquisition and customer support are mainly addressed. In most papers, authors just describe specific concepts – only few are evaluated. Office-related topics like collaborative work, education and learning or self-service are currently only addressed by few authors who mostly mention only sketchy application areas. Therefore, we conclude, that generalized statements for the design of chatbots for the digital workplace are not inferable because requirements as well as evaluations for the designed approaches are missing.
Furthermore, we showed that the two main potentials of chatbots are information search tasks and standardized routine processes (see section 4.3). As shown in section 4.2, the information acquisition is already examined in some articles, e.g., with concepts or evaluations. For the support of standardized routine processes, only few limited results are available. In addition, chatbots should provide a natural language interface for enterprise applications, which is not addressed in research yet. Furthermore, many external application scenarios target at communication with customers are described. In contrast to that, internal application scenarios at the workplace are missing so far. This is also consistent with the identified research contributions, as the focus currently lies on customer support and information gathering, both of which are not purely company or office-workplace related tasks.

In the analysis of objectives (see section 4.4), we pointed out that firstly chatbots should integrate enterprise application systems in natural language dialogs. Secondly, chatbots should support employees by taking over or automating daily tasks. Both objectives correspond to the identified application areas. However, not a single paper addresses this fully by describing a concept or a prototype (see section 4.2). Thus, we conclude that there is also a research gap.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Contributions to the design of chatbots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information acquisition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education and Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without Focus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, we analyzed the contributions to the design knowledge base. Since many of the contributions are from practice papers, insights in scientific publications are missing. Therefore, we analyzed the present design contributions to provide an entry point for future scientific studies. For this purpose, we examined whether the papers provide insights concerning requirements, concepts, artefacts, evaluations and generalized design principles [7, 25] (see Table 3). Clearly, we indicate that requirements as well as generalized results, e.g., design principles, for the design of chatbots at the digital workplace are missing. This is especially surprising as 19 papers describe concepts and 12 papers provide prototypes. However, in order to derive generalized results, it is necessary to identify design patterns for application areas. First, requirements for different application areas have to be identified in order to construct reproducible concepts and prototypes. Finally, it is necessary to evaluate them to derive valid design recommendations.

In addition, we showed in section 4 that practice-oriented insights are missing. Even though, we identified some practice-oriented papers, which only address general topics (like customer support). Mainly, the identified empirical research contributions focus on evaluations of the designed chatbots or underlying conditions. Currently there are no (comprehensive) empirical studies on the use of chatbots at the digital workplace. Therefore, a comprehensive analysis underpinned by practical insights of application areas and their requirements as well as general conditions is required. Especially since chatbots can currently only be used in limited and structured areas of responsibility or work [1, 29, 55], it is necessary to examine them in detail. We delivered a first approach for this through our structured literature review. Thus, we could show first literature-based results for the topic, but it is still necessary to survey practice-oriented findings in order to investigate and validate them in detail.

### 6. Open research questions

Overall, based on our findings and the discussion, we postulate the following open questions that should be targeted in future chatbot-related research at digital workplaces (see Table 4). Even though our questions are generally formulated, they can easily be applied to specific use cases. To describe them in detail, we adapt them in the following to the application area of information acquisition (see section 4.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Open research questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Topics to address</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Behavioral studies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1. Which application areas are viable for chatbots at the digital workplace?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2. Which prerequisites have to be considered?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3. Which factors inhibit the usage of chatbots?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4. Which factors support the usage of chatbots?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Design research</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5. How should chatbots be designed?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6. What are the specific requirements?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7. What are the resulting benefits of the usage of chatbots?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8. What are design principles for chatbots?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9. What elements should a theory for chatbots at the workplace include?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Firstly, as shown in section 4.2 most of the relevant papers focus on information acquisition mainly in the use case of customer support. As stated above, chatbots are currently not widely used at the workplace and we based our findings therefore on papers matching criterion 2. Therefore, a first question arose, if our application areas are the viable ones or if there are more application areas possible, which are not reflected in the literature currently (Q1). For the identified application areas, prerequisites must be surveyed (Q2). Extending this, it is necessary to investigate positive or negative factors (Q3-Q4), e.g., challenges, opportunities or objectives, which influence the adoption of chatbots at the workplace. Therefore, research is still necessary for the case of information acquisition in workplace context, e.g., chatbot access for enterprise (knowledge) databases or internal resources instead of predefined FAQs. Nonetheless, the same questions arose for all other application areas as identified in section 4.2, e.g., master data changes or travel expense accounting. Since we scrutinized only the literature belonging to the application areas and objectives, we recommend performing further practice-oriented behavioral studies to answer the open questions e.g., by interviewing experts or practitioners. In those studies, (potential) users should be surveyed to ascertain the application of chatbots in detail and in real-world scenarios. By answering these questions, theories of explanation and maybe also of prediction can be used [24].

Secondly, as shown in section 5, just a few contributions targeting the design of chatbots exist and most of them are concepts or prototypes. However, requirements as a prerequisite for the design of chatbots at the workplace are lacking currently. We suggest addressing the design of chatbots by design research (Q5). At first the viable application areas have to be derived and defined, e.g., the mentioned information acquisition. Following this, specific requirements for each application area must be identified (Q6; e.g., necessary database interfaces, organization of data maintenance, security measures as well as general requirements like input or output modality, NLP provider). Next, these requirements have to be transformed into (software) artifacts (Q5; e.g., a chatbot for answering employee question like "how can I change my password?" or "where can I find the documents for travel accounting?"). These artifacts have to be evaluated in further (empirical) studies, e.g., laboratory experiments to gain feedback. The results of the evaluation step can also be used to analyze impacts of using chatbots in enterprises (Q7). Finally, all of these results have to be converted into generalized design principles to address the whole design process (Q8). Hereby, the results of the individual design research can be adapted to different application areas. For instance, generalized results of an information acquisition chatbot can be used to design a chatbot for internal processes. By answering these further design research questions a theory of design and action can be addressed finally [24]. Since currently no specific theories for chatbots at the workplace are present, the question arose which components theories should have (Q9), e.g., to measure the effects of adaptations or the hindering factors. Existing theories (like the media-richness theory) can be used as a starting point for further theory development.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we examined the state of the art of chatbots at the digital workplace. Therefore, we asked two research questions and answered them by conducting a structured literature review. As shown, only a few scientific findings exist, which tackle the usage of chatbots at digital workplaces especially for collaborative work between employees.

As in any research study, limitations need to be considered. We evaluated existing scientific and practice-oriented literature until end of 2017, so there could be new published papers in the meantime. In addition, we included many articles of closely related topics, which do not mention digital workplaces directly (see Table 1 and Figure 3). Since there are only a few contributions matching criterion 1, we used this approach to survey the state of the art of using chatbots at digital workplaces. Therefore, it is still necessary to gain practice insights in the subject area to validate and extend our findings. To address this, we recommend answering our postulated open questions.
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